From the Reality of Work to Grounded Work-Based Learning in German Vocational Education and Training: Background, Concept and Tools
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Abstract: The "Riga Conclusions" of the European Ministries of Education of 22 June 2015 for the orientation of vocational education and training in Europe are promoting work-based learning as one of five "medium-term deliverables" for the next five years. But: How should and can work-based teaching and learning be designed? Our approach was developed within the German Dual VET System. Therefore it is not surprising that the work reality is for us the major principle for designing curricula and learning settings. As a starting point for developing didactical measures in the field of vocational education and training it is crucial in this approach to identify practices, routines and experiences of skilled workers that are experts for what they are doing. What are those people doing when handling a task, how are they acting, what work objects and tools are they operating with, and what requirements do they have to be aware of? To answer these kinds of questions, the real work in practice must be explored. A useful approach for doing this is a vocational work process analysis. The next step comprises developing a work-based learning project for the classroom. These two steps, vocational work process analysis and work-based learning projects, build the core of the article and enable a grounded work-based learning. Additional the changing priorities of curriculum design in the last century are introduced to reach a better understanding of the background and the actual work-oriented focus in German Dual VET. Our key proposition is: If work-based learning in vocational schools is wanted, the gap between the reality of work and the formal learning settings has to be closed.
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1 Introduction

In the German Dual System, vocational education and training takes place in parallel in two places of learning: three days of vocational training at a company and two days of vocational education at the vocational school. Attending a vocational school is arranged via legal compulsory education. The apprentices in turn conclude a training contract with the company for the duration of the training. Apprentices are therefore not just interns, but members of the company for the duration of their training (usually 3 years). Transition from school to work is carried out not only once at the end of their training, but weekly. It is therefore not surprising that the transition from VET to a subsequent professional activity usually runs smoothly. It is also unsurprising that teaching and learning at a vocational school is geared towards the reality of work and not towards the structure of academic disciplines or academically structured knowledge. This was not always the case (Gessler and Howe 2013).

A key question when developing curricula is to decide how to orient the objectives, content and methods and how to justify their relevance. This justification is important, as every curriculum represents normative stipulations. Reetz (1984), in reference to Robinson (1967), identified three contexts of justification: the principles of personality, science and situation.

- The principle of personality ties to the personality to be developed and it orients the choice of content towards an educational objective or educational ideal. How is a person, how could and ought he or she be, and: how should he or she be? The key question here is by what norm this "should" should orient itself. According to the ideals of an ethical-religious individual, a competent person and/or an emancipated member of civil society?
- The scientific principle is oriented to the structure of the sciences (i.e. engineering). The idea here being that the academics research and systematise an object or specific area, pass the content structured by subject to the teachers and the teachers in turn pass the material onto the students in pedagogically adjusted form.
- The situation principle is oriented towards current or future situations in the family, at work or in the society. Initially, current or future situations that require mastering have to be identified. Following on, the required competences need to be ascertained and then, using these competences as guidelines, material content and learning tasks can be derived. The acquisition then takes place in reverse order: use the content and tasks to attain competences that can be used to handle situations.

In order to understand the present alignment in the German Dual System, work situation as priority 1, it is helpful to make certain the historical development and context.

In the first step, we will demonstrate with a brief historical overview how vocational training in Germany initially began with a focus on skilled work, lost this focus at vocational schools in the course of the academic professionalisation of teachers, and, after massive criticism from the business community, returned to focusing on skilled work. In the second step, we will show how to design grounded work-based teaching and learning in vocational schools on the basis of this prevailing principle that is defined by the focus on work, occupations, and skills.
Finally, we will discuss the level of implementation in Germany as well as challenges for further refinement.

2 Background

At the beginning of the 20th century in Germany, the purely company-based vocational training was complemented by a second pillar: school-based vocational education. This was not due to the desire to improve the quality of vocational training, nor it was initiated or welcomed by the companies, but the desire to solve an increasingly intensifying societal problem: because compulsory education ended at the 15th birthday and military service only started at 21, there was a vacuum in secondary educational. This vacuum combined with a problematic social situation (industrialisation) led to the situation in which many adolescents became vagabonds without any direction. They represented a two-fold risk to the order of the imperial state in the 20th century: on the one hand, they were susceptible to the revolutionary socialist thinking of the working-class movement and, on the other hand, they were of no "use" to the imperial military (Greinert and Wolf 2013).

These problems were solved, from the perspective of the ruling class, when the idea was expressed to complement compulsory general education through secondary compulsory school-based vocational education (three more years), ensuring that adolescents learn to (1) dutifully perform an occupation, (2) in order to take up a societal function using their skills, (3) thus stabilising their imperial state as dutiful citizens (Kerschensteiner 1901). According to Georg Kerschensteiner (founder of the vocational schools in Germany), such school-based vocational education would have to be grounded on work, not purely theory: "Crafts are not just the basis of all art, but also the basis of any real science. A public school designed to prepare for intellectual and manual professions is badly organised if it does not offer any facilities to develop the practical inclinations and abilities of a pupil." (Kerschensteiner 1922, p. 28, translated from German by the authors). With this demand, Georg Kerschensteiner refers both to Heinrich Pestalozzi (1746-1827) and John Dewey (1859-1952). He felt the greatest shortcoming that general education schools had to be accountable for what they did not consider: Dewey's "fundamental theorem of intellectual education", wherein intellectual development "always progressed from practical interests to the theoretic" (ibid., p. 41, translated from German by the authors).

Here the principles of "work situation" and "personality" become clear: Learning how to perform an occupation dutifully (principle of situation) is linked to developing civic virtues (principle of personality). Education should therefore be geared towards practical interests and skills. Its model example is the autonomous master craftsman. With this educational concept, Kerschensteiner creates a fundamental idea, which had a sustained impact on vocational education and training in Germany and, despite the late-mentioned departure and orientation towards the scientific principle, has always remained as the fundamental idea of vocational education and training in Germany.

With the progress of industrialisation and the industry's increasing influence, a new orientation evolved: from the 1920s instead of the autonomous master craftsman, it is the subservient industrial worker who provides the model example, which means the personality-orientation loses relevance. This reorientation also makes the holistic relationship of the occupation (situation principle) obsolete. The ideas of "scientific management" by Frederick Winslow Taylor supported the process of fragmentation and brought about an orientation towards scientific
knowledge (e.g. engineering). The division between the learning places in companies and schools takes shape and the systems dissociate themselves. The vocational school is henceforth responsible for theoretic knowledge education, while the company takes over the practical training. The school-based vocational education is given a new framework and within these boundaries a process of professionalisation sets in: as part of a first step, the content of the curricula is reclassified as fundamental theoretical knowledge and advanced applied knowledge. While the basic knowledge no longer demonstrates any relevance to operational professional activities, the advanced knowledge is still initially oriented to operational activities that are, however, already subjected to a Taylorisation (Gerds 2001).

In the beginning of the 1960s, the professionalisation of school-based vocational education in the technical area finally also reaches the teachers. The provision of teacher education then switched from the pedagogical institutes to universities, which also meant the entrance requirements changed. Instead of vocational experience, the general educational Abitur (equivalent to A-levels in UK, High School Degree in the United States and the BAC in France) and a short industrial internship were now preconditions for to enter teacher training. Subsequently, technology-oriented students of teacher education particularly attend engineering courses and commerce-oriented students of teacher education particularly attend economy-related courses in the universities. Key model examples are the academically-qualified "Diplom-Ingenieur" (graduate engineer) or the similarly academically-qualified "Diplom-Kaufmann" (business studies graduate). The universities' concept of being academically-oriented rather than practice-oriented, has been socialising this generation of teachers at vocational schools until today (Lipsmeier 1998).

On 13th February 1970, the “Deutscher Bildungsrat” (a commission founded in 1965 by the Federal Government and the state governments that operated from 1966 to 1975) published general recommendations for teacher education. These were: (1) the principle of science-orientation: "the scientific orientation of subject matter and learning method is valid for all age groups" (Deutscher Bildungsrat 1972, p. 33, translated from German by the authors) and (2) the principle of rationality: "Besides the learning objectives and contents, the curriculum also determines the respective orders and learning steps as well as the various methods, materials and educational technologies. The learning objectives must be monitored." (ibid., p. 63, translated from German by the authors). The recommendations strengthen the already existing scientific principle, which is why in their vocational schools the academically-trained teachers find a curriculum consisting of subject areas, narrowly formulated learning objectives and extensive abstract content catalogues.

During the 1980s, school-based education within the dual system of vocational education and training saw heavy criticisms. The industry's representatives particularly criticised that the school-based education was too far from reality, not contributing towards tackling the challenges of working life in the industry. In other words: the schools were not oriented towards the customer (Hüster and Gravert 2001). Initially, Germany's Federal Institute for Vocational Training (BIBB Bundesinstitut für Berufsbildung) and its industrial social partners reacted to the growing critique with the upcoming reorganisation of metal and electrical occupations between 1987 and 1989. One key component of the reorganisation was that self-governance as the ability for autonomous planning,
autonomous implementation and autonomous monitoring was back in focus (the personality principle). As a consequence, the in-company practical examination was also modified: while previously only a job's final outcome was assessed, now an examinee's skills demonstrated in-situ are assessed additionally to the outcome. The commission working in parallel to develop the teaching curricula for metal and electrical engineering in vocational schools also orient themselves according to the principle of personality. Their shared orientation was the model example of "autonomous action". Shortly afterwards, in 1991, the Conference of the Ministers of Education and Cultural Affairs (in German: Kultusministerkonferenz = KMK) passed a framework agreement for vocational schools, setting decisive parameters. The vocational school's objective would be to provide a vocational education and extend the previously acquired general education. The vocational school aims to provide the apprentice with the abilities to fulfil their occupation socially and ecologically responsibly and participate in shaping their working environment and community (KMK 1991).

In 1992, the KMK reacted once more to critique against vocational education and appointed a commission to revise the recommendations for the preparation of KMK framework curricula for the school-based education. The commission submitted its first output in 1996. This was first tested in individual occupations and then passed as a binding basis. What exactly are the recommendations that were compiled by the commission? The "recommendations" describe how KMK framework curricula for vocational schools are developed, how they should be designed and what they should contain. Particularly the school-based vocational education is formulated and the guideline is laid down that KMK framework curricula are to be structured using "areas of learning". Because the KMK framework curricula are mostly adopted directly in the 16 federal German states (e.g. Bavaria, North Rhine-Westphalia) as curricula, these recommendations directly influence the education at the vocational school (Gessler 2016).

The new curricula concept of "areas of learning" does not completely abolish the dominant scientific principle, but it did reintroduce the situational principle, and the concept included above all that the scientific principle starts to fulfil a kind of service provider function for the situational principle: "Areas of Learning are ... thematic units that are oriented towards vocational tasks and procedures. In special cases, thematic units can also be included within areas of learning from an academic point of view. In any case, even for such units the connection with the vocational work process should be made clear. Conveying orientational knowledge, system-oriented thinking and action, solving complex and example tasks as well as networked thinking are promoted particularly within an action-oriented classroom. It is therefore indispensable that the respective work and business processes are provided with the relevant academic background information." (KMK 1996/1999, p. 14, translated from German by the authors). Three different stages of orientation in vocational education can be identified (Tab. 1):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority 1</th>
<th>1900</th>
<th>1970</th>
<th>since 2000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Priority 2</td>
<td>Work</td>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority 3</td>
<td>Personality</td>
<td></td>
<td>Personality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority 4</td>
<td>Science</td>
<td></td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 1: Changing Priorities in Curriculum Design
Hereinafter we are focussing on the first two priorities: work situation and personality. Nevertheless all principles are important and especially their combination (Gessler 2016).

3 Conceptual References

In the first step, the conceptual references of the approach are outlined. Following this, the concept itself is presented. Four conceptual basics are the foundation of our grounded work-based learning approach: (1) Learning-theoretical foundations, (2) occupational competence as a basic objective, (3) work process orientation as a design framework and (4) project-based learning and working as a learning approach.

**Learning-theoretical foundations**

Learning-theoretical foundations provide findings on situated cognition and situated learning (Collins et al. 1989; Rogoff 1990; Cognition and Technology Group 1990; Lave and Wenger 1991; Greeno et al. 1993; Gessler 2009). Despite different emphases, these theories are based on the common assumption that learning is an active, individual construction process in conjunction with the pre-existing knowledge and experience of the learner, that acquiring skills cannot be separated from their practical application in a community of practice, and skills are to be regarded as highly context-bound. In order to ensure the transfer of what has been learned, the learning situation of the subsequent application situation should be as similar as possible, i.e. situational. A learning situation should therefore be an interesting, authentic problem or task that is integrated in a real job-related situation. Multiple perspectives and contexts are open to the students in the learning process for the holistic development, abstraction, and flexible transferability of knowledge to other, similar tasks, and they are given the opportunity to continuously articulate and reflect on their actions. Learning in groups should be initiated in a targeted and meaningful way in this regard (Gerstenmaier and Mandl 1995; Mandl et al. 2002).

**Occupational competence as a basic objective**

In the discussion about practical orientation in vocational training, there was criticism early on that competent professional action is more than just an organised consequence of purpose-rational action steps (Rauner 1995, p. 5). Professional skill is shown more in the combination of expertise with general social and personal competences as well as the ability to influence the world of work and the business. This broader understanding of vocational training was already reflected in the educational mission of the KMK formulated at the beginning of the 1990s (KMK 1991); a comparable objective has now been formulated for in-company vocational training that is now admitted in the German Qualifications Framework (Arbeitskreis Deutscher Qualifikationsrahmen 2011), for example. Based on “Pedagogical Anthropology” (Roth 1971) and the concept of shaping (Rauner 1988), the term for comprehensive occupational competence as the ability and willingness to work self-responsibly, appropriately, and in a personally thought-through way in social responsibility was established (KMK 2011, p. 15; Arbeitskreis Deutscher Qualifikationsrahmen 2011, p. 4; Bundesinstitut für Berufsbildung 2006, p. 21). Occupational competence includes the aspects of professional, social, and personal skills and focuses on individual and holistic personality development as the core of vocational training processes (Gessler
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2010). At the same time, we take into account the fact that technology can be shaped, requires design, and has a purpose (Rauner 1995).

**Work process orientation as a design framework**

At the end of the 20th century, the combination of learning and working went through a renaissance in training and continuing education and was also used in the area of vocational training in various forms (Lipsmeier 1996, p. 205; Frieling 1995). The qualification and educational potential of the working reality with their professional work tasks was (re)discovered as a central reference point for vocational education and training (cf. for example the series of pilot projects "Learning in the work process" from 1990 to 1996: Dehnbostel et al. 1992, or the results of the project "Qualification Development Management", QUEM 2000). Concepts such as learning on the job, workplace learning, learning at work, job-oriented learning, learning on the sales order, or decentralised learning follow the common approach of integrating the workplace and the work processes to be accomplished in training measures so as to be able to better meet the changing skill requirements (Dehnbostel 2002, 2007). This turn to the process of labour is also reflected in the above-mentioned KMK agreement to structure curricula according to areas of learning. Subject classifications (scientific principle) should not be constitutive for vocational curricula, rather job-related tasks and problems that are derived from professional fields of activity. This orientation led to a common reference point in dual vocational training, which meant the issue of cooperation in the system of duality could be designed differently. The idea of partnership-organised training is on the one hand not new and can be seen throughout the entire history of the dual system. However, generally cooperative training was judged more as a stopgap and crisis measure, which was intended to help secure or create training places and ensure training was complete (Bundesinstitut für Berufsbildung 1995; BMBF 1997). On the other hand, since the mid-1990's the potential of cooperation between learning locations for high quality, attractive, and yet cost-effective vocational training could increasingly be seen (Holz et al. 1998a; Pätzold and Walden 1999; Rauner 2003). Against this background, and in connection with the demand for comprehensive vocational competence, the question of content-related cooperation between partners was again raised. In overcoming an analytical separation of theory and practice, both the business as well as vocational education in schools, albeit with different perspectives and requirements, raise the work process and professional work tasks to their central reference point.

**Project-based learning and working as a learning approach**

In the 1980s, the concept of full working action and business activities became increasingly more important. Encouraged by the response to the changing qualification requirements debate about what were called "key qualifications" (Mertens 1974), company vocational training was designed to be action-oriented through methods such as project work (Laur-Ernst et al. 1996) and key text methods (Reetz 1990). Action-oriented is particularly aimed at the integrated teaching of theoretical knowledge and practical skills via reality and problem-based learning, which includes social action and is controlled by the learners themselves (Wittwer 2000, p. 13; Pätzold 1992; Adolph 1996).

Project-based learning and working is particularly suitable for implementing work process orientation and to encourage developing the comprehensive ability to act - in the sense of the above-described triad of professional, social, and personal.
skills. Problem-solving processes are fundamental to the development of expertise, which are divided into four phases: (1) understanding the problem, (2) developing a plan, (3) executing the plan, and (4) review (Pólya 1964; Gessler and Uhlig-Schoenian 2013). Acquiring social competence in turn requires a medium: a cooperating group that is pursuing a common objective, operates as a team and interdependently, and while doing so must learn to deal with motivation gains and losses (Locke and Latham 2002; Johnson and Johnson 2003; Schulz-Hardt et al. 2007). The development of personnel competence is after all integrated in the exchange ratio of professional respect, sociality, and personalisation. It is based on self-learning processes that, depending on the accentuation, is referred to as self-directed learning (Knowles 1975), self-regulated learning (Boekaerts 1999), self-paced learning (Faulstich et al. 2002), and self-organised learning (Gessler 2010).

The importance of domain-specific prior knowledge for acquiring skills is undisputed today. It serves - particularly in learning and work settings with a high level of freedom - to help with control and guidance for perception and comprehension processes (Weinert 1994; Knöll et al. 2007).

4 Vocational Work Process Analysis

Occupations are the major organisation principle for work, teaching and learning in Vocational Education and Training in Germany. This orientation is sometimes questioned or even criticized from politicians, researchers or practitioners from other countries. Sceptical voices are e.g.: "This occupation orientation is just possible in a country with a strong economy, if it is founded on a long tradition, and if the companies are willing to pay for it." What is neglected in these voices is, that in all economies, stronger or weaker, the problem of work organisation has to be solved. Occupations are a solution. And, occupations exist in all countries. The difference is that we distinguish in Germany between gainful occupations (in German: Erwerbsberufe) and training occupations (in German: Ausbildungsberufe). Not all gainful occupations need an intensive three-year-training. And, occupation which requires training offer the option for variant gainful occupations. There are actual around 330 training occupations (Bundesinstitut für Berufsbildung 2015), but 27.000 gainful occupations are listed in the German statistic (Bundesagentur für Arbeit 2010, 2015). The third point: Companies are willing to pay, if an offer fit to their needs. Training occupations are based on real needs and the reality of work. Occupation is therefore not a remaining traditional construct from the middle ages. It is useful to solve the problem of skill development and work organisation of skilled work in general.

Concepts for combining learning, teaching and work take the approach of bringing together the work place and the vocational education and training, in order to better fulfil the altered qualification requirements (Burchert et al. 2014). Therefore, a particular challenge for teachers and trainers is the identification of typical work situations and processes which are creating in their combination an occupational profile. In the next step the following points will be addressed:

- An approach to analyse and describe occupations and relating competence profiles.
- An approach to use this competence profile to design a didactical setting.

Engaging with the question how occupations can be described appropriately has always been a part of vocational research in Germany. Above all, this involves
creating descriptions which lead to stable training occupations. In this context, stability means that training occupations do not have to be continually adapted to technological, organisational, economic and social change, rather they grow with this change and participate in it.

As a starting point for developing didactical measures in the field of vocational education and training it is crucial to identify practices, routines and experiences of skilled workers that are experts for what they are doing. What are those people doing when handling a task or solving a problem, how are they acting, what work objects and tools are they operating with, and what requirements do they have to be aware of? To answer these kinds of questions, the real work in practice must be explored: There must be precise questioning and observation of how an expert in a trade goes about his work (Knutzen et al. 2010).

4.1 Describing Occupations

The crucial pedagogical idea lies in describing occupations using their characteristic task areas, as opposed to concrete activities, tools or technologies. So for example, a typical skilled work task for an electrical fitter is the installation and set-up of lighting systems. This task already existed at the start of the 20th century and still exists to this day. What have changed however, are the lights themselves, the materials used during the installation, the installation regulations and the wishes of the customer and so on. But these changes do not compromise the appropriateness of the corresponding occupation, as long as the qualification involves the tasks in question and not the impartation of knowledge about a certain, potentially out-of-date, technology. This means the descriptions of task areas that we call vocational spheres of activity within an occupation is relatively stable. Nevertheless, also occupations disappear in the process of modernisation (Palla 2014).

A vocational work process represents the complete activity needed to fulfil an operational assignment. Vocational work processes are initiated by customer orders or internal company orders. The assignment goes through the phases of order/problem clarification, planning, implementation and completion. The result of the work is a concrete product or a service which can be given a value with regard to its worth in relation to the customer. A vocational work process is viewed by the skilled worker (journeyman, master craftsman) not as an isolated operation but as part of a wider context of skilled work.

In the area of industrial and technical occupations, it has proved useful to develop the title of a vocational sphere of activity based on a combination of substantive verbs directed at the work action (e.g. fitting, installing, commissioning, maintaining) and work objects (e.g. machinery, equipment, systems, devices): so a vocational sphere of activity might be "planning, installation and commissioning of lighting systems" (see fig. 1). Following our experience in the last years, 10 to 16 vocational spheres of activity are required to describe an occupation.

The definition of a system of vocational spheres of activity is carried out during a workshop with experienced experts in the field. These experts are predominantly skilled workers with long-term experience, qualified journeymen and master craftsmen. As preparation for an expert workshop, a vocational education researcher develops a preliminary system of vocational spheres of activity. For this purpose, he evaluates relevant specialist literature in order to identify important work objects and work actions which are key to the occupation. These are then combined as titles of vocational spheres of activity – according to
the syntax depicted. The expert workshop then checks this preliminary system of vocational spheres of activity, and modifies it if required. Accordingly, the key result of the workshop is a validated, final system of vocational spheres of activity depicting an occupation. Fig. 1 shows such a system for the occupation of the electrical fitter (Howe and Knutzen 2014, p. 19, translated from German by the authors).

![Vocational spheres of activity of an electrical fitter](image)

**Fig. 1: Vocational spheres of activity of an electrical fitter**

When carrying out a vocational work process analysis, the method of qualitative interview is employed. The interview is conducted with a vocational work process expert and helps record the various facets of the vocational work process. As a guiding principle for the interview, we provide the "Vocational Work Process Matrix". It sub-divides the vocational work process into four fundamental phases: Order/problem clarification, planning, implementation and completion. Furthermore these different phases are being expanded by several core questions which lead to detailed descriptions of the work steps and methods and work objects which are affiliated to the different phases. On top of that the vocational work process matrix consists of additional conditions like customer requirements, special company conditions, laws, regulations and mentionable standards.

### 4.2 Analysing Vocational Work Processes

A system of vocational spheres of activity is extremely helpful for understanding what is fundamentally for an occupation, and provides a good overview of the whole occupational area of responsibility. But the titles of the vocational spheres of
activity are no longer adequate when looking at the details or the question what a skilled worker actually does when handling a task, how he acts, what work objects and tools he operates with, and what requirements he has to be aware of. To answer these kinds of questions, the real work in practice must be explored: There must be precise questioning and observation of how an expert in a trade goes about his work:

- Work steps and methods: What action steps do you go through in this phase of the vocational work process? How are these action steps executed?
- Work objects: What work objects (products, plant, machinery, devices, tools, materials, PC/software, documentation) are used to carry out the work in this phase of the vocational work process?

However, a vocational work process cannot be adequately described only using action steps, methods and work objects. Challenges, interests, influences and regulations also need to be included. The following conditions are added to the vocational work process matrix (Howe and Knutzen 2011a, p. 50):

- Customer requirements: What does the customer expect in this phase of the vocational work process with regard to service, quality and costs?
- Company conditions: Which staff is involved in this phase of the vocational work process? What resources are required in this phase of the vocational work process?
- Laws, norms, standards and regulations: What laws, norms, standards and regulations must be considered in this phase of the vocational work process?

These elements of a vocational work process lead to the following vocational work process matrix (Tab. 2):

**Tab. 2: Vocational Work Process Matrix**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laws, norms, standards and regulations</th>
<th>Company conditions and rules</th>
<th>Customer requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vocational work phases</td>
<td>Order/Problem clarification</td>
<td>Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work process, work steps and methods</td>
<td>Implementation</td>
<td>Completion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work objects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The vocational work process matrix facilitates a very structured approach to the expert interview. It makes it possible to capture a detailed picture of a vocational work process, without losing an overall view. The interview partners agree on a concrete assignment for the analysis and first of all reconstruct the complete course...
of action. For this purpose, on the one hand, the expert depicts what individual work steps are followed when handling an assignment, and on the other, describes how the steps involved are completed methodically.

Once the process and methodological procedure for the whole vocational work process has been clarified, the individual vocational work phases are discussed. Phase by phase, the work objects used, the customer’s expectations of service, quality and costs, personnel and material resources in the company plus the laws, regulations and standards to be observed are brought into the vocational work process matrix.

The vocational work process analysis is complete when all sections of the matrix have been discussed with the experts, and all entries made in the vocational work process matrix.

4.3 Creating Vocational Spheres of Activity

Vocational work process analyses create an empirical approach to skilled work. What has to be taken into account, however, is that vocational work processes are always specific: They depend on a very wide range of factors such as the size, type and organisational structure of the company, the type of customer and their wishes, the contract itself, the technology used, the infrastructure, the organisation of the work, the tools used, conditions on the building site etc. To avoid portrayal of individual cases, it is therefore important to aggregate the analysis of similar vocational work processes. Vocational spheres of activity cluster comparable vocational work processes together, generalise the results of the vocational work process analysis and exhibit their characteristics. Completed studies tells us that three to five vocational work process analyses are adequate to develop the description of a vocational sphere of activity. The three most important elements in the description of a vocational sphere of activity are the portrayal of the (1) typical orders/ problems to solve (milestones, vocational work process steps and explanatory note), (2) work flow (grouped in four phases: order/problem clarification, planning, implementation, completion), an (3) indication of the relevant vocational competence for each stage (clustered in three dimensions: professional, social, personal) and a listing of the work specifications (work objects, regulations, tools).

As vocational work processes have comparable structures in principle, the description of the typical work flow within the vocational sphere of activity is also sub-divided into the four vocational work phases (order/problem clarification, planning, implementation and completion). Within each phase it is then shown how the handling of an assignment which corresponds to this vocational sphere typically runs. Individual work steps may then be commented on, thereby clarifying the particular features of the vocational sphere of activity (see table 4, based on Howe and Knutzen 2011b, p. 45).

The second element of the vocational sphere of activity is the portrayal of the professional competence (table 5) which is required to manage the operational assignments and customer orders within that vocational sphere. This depiction is derived from a combination of professional, social and personal competence, and the vocational work phases in the form of a competence profile. The competence profile breaks down the required knowledge at each phase of the vocational work process, i.e. competence in these three areas lie behind the successful completion of each step.
Tab. 4: Excerpt from a vocational sphere of activity: Phases milestones and vocational work process steps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vocational sphere of activity</th>
<th>Installation and commissioning of a standard electrical system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Typical project assignments</td>
<td>• New installation of an electrical system in detached house</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Renovation of an electrical system in an older house</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• New installation or renovation of a bathroom (kitchen etc.) for a private customer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 1: Order/problem clarification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Milestone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♦ Inquiry from customer received</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vocational work process</th>
<th>Explanatory note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Carry out an on-site assessment</td>
<td>1. Not generally required for smaller contracts. To be clarified: multiple earthing, FI switch, new distribution, type of protection (IP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Advise customer, propose alternatives</td>
<td>2. Alternatives: switching programme, type of lights (light distribution)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Check operational conditions (competence, capacity)</td>
<td>3. Contracts are generally standardised, and thus fit into the operational service profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Make product and system choices</td>
<td>4. Typical products: sockets, switches, lights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Consider operational resources (personnel, material, deadlines)</td>
<td>5. Planning of deadlines and capacity (industry software)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Calculate costs</td>
<td>6. Planning of costs (industry software)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Produce and submit proposal</td>
<td>7. Written proposal by post</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milestone</th>
<th>Emplanatory note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>♦ Order accepted</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 2: Planning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Milestone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♦ To start with planning decided</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vocational work process</th>
<th>Emplanatory note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Check requirements</td>
<td>1. Basis: agreed contract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Produce sketches and an installation plan</td>
<td>2. sketches just for smaller contracts, EDP assisted of major products; installation plan: calculations, customer wishes, room plans and regulations form the basis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Make calculations</td>
<td>3. Cabling calculations (cross section, length, protection, layout, voltage etc.); lightning calculations with industry software Dialux (lightning power, number of lights, fitting locations etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Specify vocational work steps, tools and a list of materials for the implementation</td>
<td>4. Generally using branch software (e.g. powerbird)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Specify timetable, plan personnel and calculate capacity</td>
<td>5. Generally with EDP assisted; considers the individual construction phases and timing arrangements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Inform and discuss the work plan with other employees</td>
<td>6. Fact-to-face</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Gather materials, equipment, tools</td>
<td>8. Material generally available in store room; Order material from wholesaler. Special machinery and equipment such as wall grinders or measuring equipment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Agree with the customer the specific time schedule</td>
<td>9. Generally by phone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milestone</th>
<th>Emplanatory note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>♦ Time schedule agreed</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Phase 3: … |
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Tab. 5: Excerpt from a vocational sphere of activity: Competence profile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professional competence</th>
<th>Order/Problem clarification</th>
<th>Planning</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
<th>Completion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>Be able to compare different technical solutions related to the customers wishes …</td>
<td>Be able to produce technical drawings / sketches …</td>
<td>Be able to analyse technical faults …</td>
<td>Be able to raise an invoice …</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Be able to communicate with customer appropriate …</td>
<td>Be able to communicate with other trades appropriate …</td>
<td>Be able to cooperate with other trades and employees …</td>
<td>Be able to provide the customer with further service proposals …</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal</td>
<td>Be able to catch up self-reliant with the latest technology (self-directed learning) …</td>
<td>Be able to reflect the own working methods (self-reflexion) …</td>
<td>Be able to insist on observance of health and safety at work (self-confidence) …</td>
<td>Be able to assess the completed project (self-assessment) …</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The function of the third part of the vocational sphere of activity is to provide a description of the content. This happens when the characteristic work objects (products, plant, machinery, devices, tools, materials, PC/software, documentation) plus the relevant legislation and regulations are listed. This list coincides with the elements from the vocational work process matrix. This means it is possible to combine it directly with the findings of the vocational work process analyses (table 6).

Fundamentally, when describing a vocational sphere of activity, the following should be noted: The amalgamation of the various vocational work process analyses is carried out under the premise of extracting the particular features in this vocational sphere. So it is not merely a matter of transferring all the results from the vocational work process analyses, rather only those which are characteristic of the vocational sphere of activity and may differentiate it from other vocational spheres.

The Vocational Spheres of Activity are on the one hand with the present curriculum approach of "Areas of Learning" in Germany (Gessler 2016). Both are focussing the same idea: An occupation is an integration of typical work tasks which can be grouped together. Areas of Learning and Vocational Spheres of Activity are both grouping principles. On the other hand these two approaches are different: While Areas of Learning are legal requirements for vocational schools, Vocational Spheres of Activity focus the real work; while Areas of Learning are a result of a negotiation process, Vocational Spheres of Activity are empirically grounded in the skilled work; while Areas of Learning are defined in more general terms, Vocational Spheres of Activity are concrete and specifying work objects, tools, regulations, phases, the work process and work steps. A task for teachers is therefore to combine the legal requirements for schools, as defined in the Areas of Learning, with the concrete demands of the work life, as defined in the Vocational Spheres of Activity.
The next step comprises developing a vocational learning situation for the classroom. Work process oriented projects are planned for this that are implemented in four work stages: order/problem clarification, planning, execution, and completion. These four stages are framed by the "start" stage at the beginning and the "evaluation" stage at the end. The four work stages ensure that the essential action steps and design aspects of a working process are taken into account. The two additional stages, start and evaluation, confirm the learning potentials and systematisation and assurance of the knowledge gained through experience (Gessler and Uhlig-Schoenian 2013).

5 Grounded Work-Based Learning

The start stage pursues the intention to establish a consensual basic understanding of the underlying order or the underlying problem and then to put the task in the overall context of education. Teachers, with the involvement of the learners, thus consider what the task is about, what is intended with the task, and what can be linked in terms of knowledge and skills as well as experience. In terms of the underlying work order, the work process-related project refers to producing a (partial) product or providing a service or to overcoming a professional problem. To do this, the students carry out the required activity steps in the different work stages. The students of course must first develop the skills to successfully meet the requirements of the individual work stages. The targeted encouragement of professional competence, social skills, and personal skills thus occurs linked to the
action steps to be run through and embedded in directly processing the task. The final *evaluation* stage serves first to abstract, systemise, and critically reflect on what was experienced with a specific learning and work process, and second to individually assess which skills were developed in the process. Work and project-based courses and learning thus consists of six stages: (1) start, (2) order/problem clarification, (3) planning, (4) implementation, (5) completion, (6) evaluation. The development of such a project is ideally carried out in eight stages.

1 *Analysis of reference: Curriculum and Vocational Spheres of Activity*  
The core questions are: Which key goals are formulated in the curriculum? Which vocational and cross-vocational thematic areas do the curriculum focus on? What relationship can be seen between the curriculum and the vocational sphere of activity?

2 *Analysis of the requirements and general conditions*  
First, it is necessary to perform a conditions analysis (e.g. Peterßen 2000) in order to be clear about the essential points of the starting position. A conditions analysis refers to two main areas: In the personnel requirements, it is necessary to address the size and composition of the group and of students as well as the relevant skills and experience for the planned task that the students have already acquired. Second, checking the personnel requirements relate to the question of how teachers should be involved in the task. For the organisational and institutional framework, it needs to clarify what time frame and what equipment at which point are available for the grounded work-based learning projects.

3 *Specifying a vocational sphere of activity for class*  
Core questions are: Which vocational work processes or rather vocational work phases should the learning situation's focal areas fall on? Which working tools and methods and which elements of the vocational competence to act are important to the learning situation within the area of learning? Which task is exemplary and relevant for the underlying vocational sphere of activity? Is the task suitable to the developmental level of the learner in terms of complexity, requirements and scope? Does the task allow for various solution possibilities? Can the task be carried out at school? What is the wording of the task for the students? In concrete terms, what are the focal areas for competence-building within the learning situations? What is the key content to be processed within the task set? Which competences are needed to tackle the task and what competences do the students already possess? Can the gap be closed through self-organised learning or do supplementary subject-oriented educational units need to be planned in? When are these subject-oriented educational units to be implemented in concrete terms?

4 *Description of a scenario*  
In scenario (1), it should be noted what product is to be produced or what service is to be provided for the grounded work-based learning projects. To illustrate the integration of the task, students must also present (2) who the contracting authority is, (3) what are the expectations for the work results, and (4) what must be taken into account from the resulting conditions of the learning and working environment.
5 Establishing the steps to be undertaken, goals, and content
This substep is the most important for developing a grounded work-based learning project. Establishing the steps to be undertaken, goals, and content of the task are intertwined and mutually influence each other. All decisions are (1) to be made with a perspective of the scenario, (2) must be made on the basis of curricular requirements, and must (3) consider the findings of the conditions analysis. The reference for a grounded work-based learning project is a real work process that is initiated by a work order. In this setting, it is first necessary to define the steps that must be undertaken for each work stage that the students have to complete in the course of performing this task. At the same time it should be considered which professional, social, and personal skills the students need for this to encourage them accordingly - as goals of the work-based learning project. The third question must answer what content the students are confronted with when performing the task and how the proposed goals are to be achieved. Decisions regarding content in general are to be made with respect to the necessary professional, scientific, or mathematical principles of the work items used (products, equipment, systems, devices, machinery, components, assemblies, subsystems) and resources (tools, materials, PC/software, documentation) as well as the laws, regulations, and standards.

6 Determining the subtasks
In order to determine the individual subtasks or issues that the students are to carry out, the steps, goals and content must be merged with matching "bundles". They must therefore consider what goals with what content in what steps must be performed for the subtask. In principle, two types of subtasks can be distinguished. Process-oriented formulated tasks are based on the work process flow and relate directly to one or more steps. Content is directly linked to the steps and is thus an integral component. In contrast, there is specific content in the focus of theme-oriented formulated subtasks. The reference to the work process and steps to be undertaken is made only after elaboration of the theme and then flows into the rest of the grounded work-based learning project. In developing the subtasks, methodological considerations are also employed, i.e. they must reflect on what training or teaching methods the subtask should be appropriately implemented (Howe and Knutzen 2012b). Second, they must specify what materials are needed for medial treatment and support for the subtask.

7 Draft of a schedule and work plan
In the last substep, the individual subtasks are merged, taking into account the conditions analysis for a provisional schedule and work plan. This plan represents an overall view of the grounded work-based learning project, which refers to the interaction of the individual subtasks to the final overall results of the task and the integrated resources (colleagues, rooms/facilities, hours, etc.).

8 Final reflection
Experience shows that all planning elements do not immediately merge into a coherent, non-contradictory overall concept so there are modifications to the previously adopted plans: The development of a grounded work-based learning project is not stringently consistent, but an iterative process that is always characterised by corrections and adjustments in terms of feedback loops.
The core questions are: What competences will the students develop within this learning situation with separate evaluations of professional, social and personal competences? How can the intended knowledge be linked and structured into a systematic relationship? How can the knowledge gained be transferred to other situations and what modifications would be required in this case?

6 Conclusion and future prospects

Grounded Work-based Learning Projects describes a didactic approach which represents vocational work process oriented learning in problematic situations in an operational reality. The term *grounded work-based learning projects* indicates that learning and work are linked and systematically related to each other. The overarching goal of the integrated delivery of theoretical knowledge and practical skills by means of learning and work assignments is the development of comprehensive professional expertise. Moreover, the learners should recognise during their work-based teaching and learning that technology is purpose-oriented and can be shaped, and that working processes can be organised in very different ways. In this context, our approach has the following characteristics:

- Grounded work-based learning projects do not only support the acquisition of specialist occupational content and skills, it also gives targeted support to the development of personal and social competence.
- Grounded work-based learning projects give the students some leeway with regard to actions and decision. The apprentices leave behind their accustomed role from their school days which tends to be that of a passive consumer and they go on to learn mainly independently, organising themselves and taking responsibility for themselves.
- In grounded work-based learning projects, the relationship to a concrete vocational work process is established. This facilitates a better transfer of the learning to comparable assignments, cases and problems.
- The interest of the apprentices in the subject matter is stimulated where a concrete occupational assignment is linked to the grounded work-based teaching and learning. The apprentices experience the feeling of doing something worthwhile.

The evaluation of grounded work-based learning projects is hands-on vocational training research. Research results and advice from different pilot projects can be summarised with the conclusion that the grounded work-based approach has proven successful. In the studies a new quality of education is emphasised that is appropriate to current professional challenges. At the end of their training, young people proved to have grown confident with the acquired skills for everyday work and future challenges. In turn, human resource managers emphasised that the apprentices integrated into the company largely without problems. In addition to the grounded work-based didactic concept, educators and teachers rated the high level of motivation and commitment of apprentices and students as especially crucial for this type of education structure (Arends et al. 1998; Bunzel et al. 1998; Höpfner 1998; Jenewein 1999; Malek and Pahl 1998; Wilke-Schnaufer et al. 1998). Despite these generally positive findings, the implementation of action and work-process oriented concepts in vocational education and training is still in process. The studies conducted on this show that a teacher-centered approach is often used (Pätzold et al. 2003; Seifried 2009). Innovation efforts in the class and training
structure are still restricted by traditional regulations that barely connect the school and company part of vocational training content (Reetz 2000), although the situation has improved: in particular, the areas of learning concept for the structure of school curricula (KMK 2011) support allocation that is oriented towards professional actions and tasks. The introduction of the areas of learning in this context mean an appreciation of grounded work-based learning, because this concept demand a didactic implementation of the curriculum in the form of work-process oriented teaching and learning.

The educational-political change of control of educational systems in Germany from an input to an output orientation (Klieme et al. 2003) or from a mediation perspective to an application and utilisation perspective (Sloane and Dilger 2005) on the other hand meant that the problem of skill measuring has largely supplanted the didactic problem of skill development. Since measurement is confounded with tests and tests act as structure-building in classes and training, it is tempting in practice to have a training-to-the-test attitude. Much progress has been achieved in recent years in the area of psychometric skill measurement (e.g. ZBW 2015). What is important now, however, is that considerations of skill-promoting design of learning processes in vocational training research become more important again. The few studies and conceptual contributions in recent years (e.g. Bauer and Koring 2008; Howe 2008; Schröder 2009; Koring et al. 2009; Howe and Knutzen 2012a; Lehberger 2013) show that research findings may support vocational education and training practice. In this regard, there is reason for hope in the "Riga Conclusions" of the European Ministries of Education of 22 June 2015 for the orientation of vocational education and training in Europe. As "medium-term deliverables" for 2015 to 2020, promoting work-based learning is the first suggestion - based on a "learning outcome approach" (European Commission 2015, p. 4). Design-based and outcome-oriented research as complementary partners may give new impetus to the spread and development of grounded work-based learning and teaching. Just, also the outcome-oriented research should be grounded in the reality of work.
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